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Abstract A frequent difficulty faced by developers of Dialogue Systems is the absence of a corpus of conversations to model the dialog statistically. Even when such
a corpus is available, neither an agenda- nor a statistically-based dialog control logic
are options if the domain knowledge is broad. This paper presents a module that automatically generates system-turn utterances to guide the user through the dialog.
These system-turns are not established beforehand, and vary with each dialog. The
module is valid for agenda-based and statistical approaches, being applicable in
both types of corpora. Particularly, the task defined in this paper is the automation
of a call-routing service. The proposed module is used when the user has not given
enough information to route the call with high confidence. Doing so, and using the
generated system-turns, the obtained information is improved through the dialog.
The paper focuses on the development and operation of this module.

1 Introduction
Developing a Dialog System (DS) may be a harsh task, especially if there is a lack of
dialog-based corpus and/or the domain to model within the dialog is too broad. The
agenda-based approach is commonly adopted for dialog modeling [1] in the first
case. However, devisal of plan-based conversation streams requires that developers
have full knowledge of the domain [4], and/or dialog streams defined beforehand
for every possible situation. For this reason, this approach has been mostly used for
fixed domains and formulary tasks, such as booking airline tickets and consulting
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bus schedules or fares [3, 7, 9]. But, even when it is possible to use a Markov Decision Process (MDP) - or Partially Observable MDP-based approach, developers
may find problems when the application domain is too vast to cover.
This paper proposes a novel module to enhance the common Dialog Manager
(DM) logic: the Suggestion Generator (SG) module. SG generates a dialog system
turn to retrieve more information from the user to achieve the task set when the
information given by the user is not enough. In order to measure the amount of information, the entropy score is used in a similar way as [12], but to quantify a Topic
Classifier’s (TC) decision quality. TC bases its decisions in language units extracted
from the user turn by the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) module.
The specific project task of this paper is the automation of a call-routing service.
The corpus available consists of written records and customer e-mails, which describe a vast range of problems –and not necessarily all the possible problems: new
ones are arising all the time. The main contribution of the paper lies in embedding
within a Dialog System (DS) a module that allows the user-machine interaction to
be guided through questions not established beforehand, generating a dialog stream
automatically without a corpus of dialogs nor having to design manually an agendabased strategy for each possible situation. SG grants the system enough flexibility
to adapt to and route unseen situations despite the domain being too broad.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the DS in
terms of architecture and interaction between modules; Section 3 explains how SG
and its algorithm work; Section 4 describes the task corpus, and explains the automatic selection of language units for SG and TC; Section 5 evaluates SG and its
impact on uncertainty detection; finally, in Section 6, the conclusions reached and
future guidelines are presented.

2 Overview: the Dialog System
The system consists currently of 5 modules, as shown in Figure 1: a NLU module for semantic parsing and language unit extraction, an agenda-based DM, the
Topic Classifier (TC), the Suggestion Generator (SG), and the Natural Language
Generator (NLG). Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text-to-Specch (TTS)
systems have not been implemented still. An internal server is responsible for the
communication between the existing modules.

Fig. 1 Proposed system architecture
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The dialog is plan-based in the general thread and most simple subtasks controlled by the DM. When the point of the conversation is reached when the user
issue must be categorized, however, the DM delegates most of the decision making
burden to the statistical components of the system: TC and SG. In very few words,
this is how the two modules come into play:
1. The user turn is processed with the parser. Its output is passed to TC.
2. TC assigns the class of highest probability to the observed output. The set of
classes is composed of the departments of the company providing the service.
3. The entropy of the taken decision is measured. If uncertainty remains low, TC’s
decision is accepted. Otherwise, the decision is revoked and SG suggest a language unit for the NLG to generate a system turn, in an attempt to retrieve more
information from the user. TC is re-evaluated with the user’s answer.

3 The Suggestion Generation Module
The Suggestion Generator (SG) module serves the purpose of retrieving information
from the user when the DM considers that the classification confidence is not high
enough.
The call-routing procedure is explained as follows: first, the utterance representation Y = (uY1 , uY2 , · · · , uY|Y | ) is extracted from the user turn by the NLU module,
where each uYi corresponds to a language unit (a concept, word, lemma, . . . ). Y is
passed to the Topic Classifier (TC). Then, having defined the set of departments as
the class set Ω , where each class ω j is one department, the call is routed to the
assigned department if the classification confidence is high. Otherwise –if the confidence is low–, the DM uses SG to choose a language unit unseen in Y , û, about
which to ask the user in the next system turn. SG obtains û from a graph structure
that contains the informational relationships of the corpus, the Information Graph
(IG), exploring it with the Suggestion Generation Algorithm (SGA) designed. When
û is chosen, the NLG module generates the question with framed prompts prepared
beforehand. It simply picks one of the prompts, and merges û in the empty frame.
The classification confidence to determine whether SG has to be activated is obtained using the entropy measure when the TC assigns a class ω j to the utterance
representation Y :
|Ω |

H(Y ) = − ∑ P(Y |ω j )log|Ω | (P(Y |ω j ))

(1)

j=1

where P(Y |ω j ) is the probability of Y given the class ω j . In this stage, the uncertainty evaluation is done: a utterance representation Y is labeled as an Uncertain
Case (UC) if and only if:
H(Y ) ≥ θe
(2)
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where θe is the entropy threshold. When Y is labeled as UC, the DM activates SG.
Figure 2 depicts an example where the user does not grant enough information
and the system draws on SG to choose the language unit for the next system turn:

Fig. 2 Processing of a low information user utterance through the system

This section explains how IG is modeled and explored by the SGA.

3.1 The Information Graph
The Information Graph is the structure that captures the knowledge of the corpus. In
this structure, those combinations of language units that grant information to achieve
the proposed goal (here, call-routing) are represented as directed edges. The entropy
measure of the language units is adopted as the graph connection criterion.
Being U the set of selected language units from the training set S, H(ui ) is the
entropy of the language unit ui ∈ U:
|Ω |

H(ui ) = − ∑ P̂(ui |ω j )log|Ω | (P̂(ui |ω j ))

(3)

j=1

H(ui ) measures the amount of information given by ui in Ω : the lower H(ui ) is, the
higher information it grants.
For each ui , um ∈ U : ui 6= um the joint probability given the class P̂(ui , um |ω j )
is estimated for each class, in order to calculate the joint entropy measure:
|Ω |

H(ui , um ) = − ∑ P̂(ui , um |ω j )log|Ω | (P̂(ui , um |ω j ))

(4)

j=1

When the entropy for each ui and (ui , u j ) : ui 6= u j in U is calculated, the Information Graph of S is defined. Let IG be a directed graph represented as a set of nodes
and edges, IG = (U, E), where each language unit u ∈ U is a node of the graph.
Two units ui , um ∈ U are connected by a directed edge eui ,um ∈ E starting from ui
and heading to um , if and only if
H(ui ) ≥ H(ui , um ) + θ1

(5)
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that is, if the entropy measure is reduced above a threshold θ1 –set in a tuning phase–
when combining these two units.
Definition 1. A language unit u j is a child of another unit ui in IG = (U, E) if and
only if eui ,u j ∈ E exists.
Definition 2. The set of children of ui in the IG = (U, E) is the union of all the
children of ui , and is denoted as ch(ui ) = {u j ∈ U : ∃ eui ,u j ∈ E}.

3.2 The Suggestion Generation Algorithm
The Suggestion Generation Algorithm (SGA) is responsible for picking a language
unit û about which to ask the user in the next system turn. In order to achieve the
goal defined in the DM, the suggested unit û must provide additional information
regarding the task. To this end, SGA explores IG to choose û.

3.2.1 Association Rules
The graph is explored using Association Rules, common in Data Mining [8, 17]
because of their flexibility and real-time results, even in domains with a huge amount
of features. As the suggestion generated needs to be related with the user’s utterance
representation Y and, at the same time, have the highest occurrence rate possible,
the association rules support and confidence are used. Subsets are used instead of
sequences in these rules, so let R be the set of units observed in the sequence Y
where R ⊆ U.
Y = (uY1 , · · · , uY|Y | ) ⇒ R = {uYi } : i = 1, · · · , |Y |

(6)

Being S = {s j } j = 1, · · · , |S| the corpus where each s j is a sample represented as a
set of language units, the support count of R is:
σ (R) = |{s j ∈ S | R ⊆ s j }|

(7)

Being Z another set of language units, the support and confidence rules are defined
as follows:
Support : s(R → Z) =

σ (R ∪ Z)
|S|

Con f idence : c(R → Z) =

σ (R ∪ Z)
σ (R)

(8)

The support represents the probability of observing the sets R and Z together in the
training set. The confidence rule measures how likely subset Z is to appear once R
has been observed.
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3.2.2 Graph Exploration Algorithm
The SGA obtains a language unit û 6∈ R that maximizes the confidence score c(R →
û) using the connections defined in the IG.
When searching for the new language unit û related with R, it may happen that
the set R or (R ∪ û) have not been seen in the training set S. This is why the search is
done through the subsets r0 ⊆ R, and the aim is reformulated as obtaining the û 6∈ R
which maximizes c(r0 → û) being r0 the biggest subset possible.

|R|
Because the number of subsets of R are ∑k=1 |R|
k and they grow exponentially
depending on |R|, the A-Priori pruning algorithm is used to reduce the search space.
Theorem 1. A-Priori principle: If a set of elements is frequent, then all of its subsets
must also be frequent.
Setting a K pruning-parameter, K amount of language units of highest support are
chosen from R. Using these units, the subsets r0 ⊆ R are generated. The set of these
subsets r0 is denoted as R0 . As depicted in Figure 3, when choosing the language
units fiscal and
 ledger, the number of subsets to search through is decreased
to |R0 | = ∑Kk=1 Kk .

Fig. 3 A-Priori Pruning with
K=2

When the most frequent subsets r0 ∈ R0 are generated, the Information Graph is
used to retrieve the semantic unit û which maximizes c(R → û) for the biggest r0
where σ (r0 ∪ û) 6= 0.
Summarizing, the suggested unit û has to meet the next conditions:
1. û must be a child of every element of a set r0 ∈ R0 in the IG.
2. The support count of (r0 ∪ û) must be non-zero: σ (r0 ∪ û) 6= 0.
3. The set r0 must contain as many language units as possible, up to K.
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This is the actual algorithm designed to explore the graph; R0 is sorted from the
largest to the smallest subset due to condition 3:
Algorithm 1: Suggestion Generation Algorithm
input
: R0 , IG, K, R
initialization: size = K, valid units = {}, c score = {}
for r0 in R0 do
for each unit ui in r0 do
Obtain the children of ui in the IG, ch(ui );
|r0 |

Set ch(r0 ) = ∩i=1 ch(ui );
if ch(r0 ) 6= 0/ and size = |r0 | then
Append all the ui ∈ ch(r0 ) to valid units;
Append confidence c(r0 → ui ) to c score;
if valid units = 0/ and |r0 | = size − 1 then
size ← |r0 |;
if valid units 6= 0/ then
Set û as the valid unit with highest confidence score unseen in R;
In short, the algorithm finds through the IG those children of the largest possible
sets of R0 and tag them as valid units. From those valid units, the one with highest
confidence score and unseen in R is chosen.

3.3 Answer evaluation
Once the unit û is suggested through a system turn, three scenarios have been defined
for the next user turn:
1. If the user confirms that the problem is related to û, the classifier is re-evaluated
with the updated sequence Ynew = (Y, û).
2. If the user rejects û, the SGA is re-evaluated omitting from the training set every
sample s j ∈ S that contains û.
3. If the user does not know whether û is related with the issue, the next valid unit
with highest confidence is used to generate an additional system turn.
Those user calls that remain unclassified after some suggestions of SG are routed to
a technician for further analysis. When this cannot be made, TC is forced to route
the call to a department by setting θe = 1.
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4 The Task and Feature Selection
The input of the Topic Classifier (TC) and the Suggestion Generator (SG) module is
the utterance representation of the user turn, Y , as extracted by the NLU module. The
representation is a sequence of language units: Y = (uY1 , uY2 , · · · , uY|Y | ) (see Figure
2), where uY j ∈ U, U being the set of language units selected from the training set S.
The units chosen to evaluate the system proposed in this paper are lemmas automatically selected from the corpus available. As proven in [16], words tend to overfit
the task and are computationally too demanding, whereas concepts are lighter but
do not lend that easily to automatic selection and update. Lemmas seek the balance
between the two.
In the best-case scenario, the corpus from which to extract the lemmas should
consist of recorded calls of the service to be automatized. However, the corpus actually available is composed of 25568 written technical records of issues consulted.
They are in Spanish and organized in 5 classes, each corresponding to one of the departments to which calls must be routed: ω0 - Finance, ω1 - Human Resources, ω2 Information Technologies, ω3 - Logistics, and ω4 - Software & Hardware. They include e-mails sent by customers explaining their problems and/or quick notes taken
by the technicians that attended to them. Thus, a normalization pre-processing has
been necessary to make records as similar as possible to the output of an automatic
speech recognizer: typographic and orthographic errors have been corrected, shortened forms expanded, and digits converted to character sequences.
The proposed architecture requires that the lemmas selected from the corpus be
encoded in grammar-rules for the NLU module to extract the language units from
user turns. In this light, automatic selection of lemmas comes down to automatic
generation of lemma-grammars. The procedure designed for this purpose draws on
the language analyzer toolkit Freeling [2] and consists on the following steps: a) tokenize the corpus and discard stopwords; b) lemmatize and analyze morphologically
the words in the resulting list; c) keep the words labeled Noun, Verb or Adjective
with a confidence score higher than 0.3 –a threshold fixed in a tuning phase–; and,
d) group together the words with the same lemma. Each resulting cluster <lemma +
words> is a rule of the grammar that tells the parser to return the lemma whenever
the user turn contains one of the words associated to it. Figure 4 shows part of a real
example of a grammar-rule automatically generated:
[Recuperar]
(recuperar)
(recuperados)
(recuperas)
...
;

\\ Lemma
\\ Word 1
\\ Word 2
\\ Word 3

To recover
to recover
recovered
you recover

Fig. 4 Partial lemma-grammar rule example

The grammar generated applying the procedure explained to the entire normal-
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ized corpus has 5882 rules (i.e., lemmas), reducing the dimension of U by 60.96%
as compared to using the whole vocabulary of the corpus as language units (see Table 1). More significantly, parsing the corpus with this grammar has revealed that
the utterance representation dimension diminishes 76.69% on average (see Table 2).
Table 1 Language unit set (U) dimension reduction
Vocabulary size (i.e., amount of distinct words in the corpus)
Amount of lemmas selected

15070
5882

Table 2 Utterance representation (Y ) dimension reduction
26.26 {820.40 ±}
6.12 {8.60 ±}

Amount of distinct words per record
Amount of lemmas extracted per record

5 Experimental Evaluation
The experimental section is divided in two sections. The first one evaluates the impact of the entropy threshold θe in the classifier’s metrics. In the second section,
the SGA is used to recover information for Uncertain Cases, making suggestions
throughout the dialog.

5.1 Classifier Evaluation
Once the user has explained their issue, the utterance representation Y is passed
to TC to choose the target department of call-routing. As stated in Section 3, the
entropy of Y is used to determine whether the user is giving enough information to
route the call with high confidence or not. The call is routed if:
H(Y ) ≤ θe

(9)

The representations Y which are above the threshold θe should not to be routed, so
the classifier’s decision is revoked.
In our particular case, the classification algorithm Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)1 is used in the Dialog System, as it has proven to be well-suited for the task
[16]. In order to observe the impact of the threshold in the classification metrics, the
obtained F1 score is depicted along with the ratio of classified instances in Figure 5:
As can be observed, the lower θe is set, the lower is the ratio of calls routed –they are
labeled as UC– and the higher is the F1 score. Since an automatic algorithm has been
designed to retrieve more information from the user –the SGA–, the main focus is
set on seeking balance between the scores and the percentage of UC samples. For
1

The implementation can be found in the Scikit-learn Python package [14].
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Fig. 5 Entropy threshold
adjustment

this reason, the threshold θe has been set to 0.5.
Table 3 shows the results of classification excluding the UC records obtained
with the new threshold, as compared to having θe = 1: excluding the 12.5% UC
from classification improves the metrics of call-routing by 4 points; these results
suggest that entropy is useful to detect the cases at highest risk of being wrongly
categorized and, thus, routed to an incorrect department.
Table 3 Results of MNB classifier with θe threshold set to 1 and 0.5
MNB

Precision

Recall

F1

UC %

θe = 1
θe = 0.5

0.86 ± 0.01
0.90 ± 0.01

0.86 ± 0.01
0.90 ± 0.01

0.86 ± 0.01
0.90 ± 0.01

0.0
12.5

5.2 Recovering from Uncertainty
A second set of experiments has been carried out in order to evaluate SGA and its
reliability at recovering from Uncertain Cases (UC). First, an assessment has been
done in terms of utterance appropriateness, as defined in [5]:
An utterance is considered appropriate when [...] it asks for additional information which is
essential to respond to the user’s request [...]. A[ppropriate] U[tterance] evaluates whether
the DM provides a coherent response at each turn according to its input.

We have measured the metric manually, taking the 12.5% UC records of one of the
folds in the previous experiments –322 in total– to emulate user turns as input for
SG module. K is set to 5. Table 4 shows the results of the evaluation locally (i.e.,
taking as reference the amount of suggestions generated) and globally (taking as
reference all the instances labeled as UC).
The second experiment aims at checking that the information retrieved with
SG helps improve the classification confidence. To this end, the same 322 UCinput/system turn pairs of the previous experiment have been used as the initial
state. A user turn has been emulated that always accepts the suggestion offered by
the system (the first scenario of answer evaluation, Section 3.3). Up to 4 additional
suggestion and acceptance rounds have been emulated whenever the classifier returned UC after its update. Table 5 shows the results:
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Table 4 Appropriateness of system turns generated with SG (K = 5)

SGA

Total Instances

Total Suggestions

AU

Non-AU

322

318

267

51

98.7
—

83
84

15.7
16

Global % —
Local % —

Table 5 Classification results using SG to resolve low information user turns
Suggestions Turn 1
SGA 318

159

Turn 2

Turn3

Turn 4

Turn 5

Total Instances = 322

68

33

17

17

Local

Global

92.5
7.5

91.3
8.7

Classified %
Not Classsified %

The results obtained indicate that the suggested language unit û reduces the entropy of the sample, improving the classification confidence and helping in the intended call-routing task.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a strategy that reinforces the common Dialog Manager logic.
More specifically, it generates dialog systems turns automatically to retrieve information from the user when the latter does not provide enough information to complete the task set. This is done introducing an entropy measure criterion to detect
uncertainty and low classification confidences, plus the the Suggestion Generation
(SG) module, which chooses, using a graph representation of the domain knowledge
–the Information Graph (IG)–, a language unit related with high confidence to the
current dialog.
The proposed SG Algorithm has proven to be effective, rendering an appropriate
suggestion 82.91% of the times. The suggestions generated are meaningful for the
classification task 91.3% of the times. These results prove that IG is a valid structure
to represent the informational relationships of the task domain. In conclusion, the
inclusion of the entropy-based uncertainty detection and the SG module in a Spoken
Dialog System improves the Dialog Manager logic, obtaining a more flexible and
adaptive system.
Regarding future work, full implementation of the Dialog System in a real-user
environment is planned, to face real and new situations, and thus evaluating SG in
a wider range of situations and obtaining new data directly from the users. Also,
other ways to explore the IG are being developed, taking into account the amount of
information provided by each language unit of the graph.
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